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Assessment Plan
•

Is there an assessment plan for your department or program? (It should be on the
web at http://www.hendrix.edu/academics/academics.aspx?id=7264. If not, explain when one will be
completed.) Yes.

•

Does the assessment plan include stated student learning goals? (If so, then copy or
attach them. Goals should be able to stand alone as a list without pages of
explanatory commentary. If not, explain when a list of student learning goals will be
available.)
1. To provide students with the opportunity to study the thought of major figures in
the history of Western philosophy and thereby to educate themselves regarding the
ideas, values, and philosophical perspectives that shape our civilization, and to a
significant degree, provide the context in which the front-line debates of our time
occur.
2. To provide the student with opportunities to investigate the traditional philosophical
areas of metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, and/or social & political thought and to
see how these issues stand behind concerns or interests they may have in science and
religion, or regarding social issues from abortion to economic justice, or simply in
pursuing the nature and meaning of a well-lived life.
3. To nurture students' abilities to read closely, analyze carefully, reason critically,
evaluate responsibly, and think creatively.
4. To develop student’s ability to give both oral and written expression to their ideas,
arguments and reasoning.
All of the above applies to students majoring or minoring in philosophy as well as those
majoring in philosophy and religion; the abilities which philosophy nurtures in the
general student should be more fully and expressly developed in these students.

•

Does the assessment plan include a list of assessment data that are collected each
year? (If so, then copy or attach the list. Assessment data lists should be able to
stand alone as a list without pages of explanatory commentary. If not, explain when
a list of assessments will be available. You do not need to submit any of your data,

but it should be on file in your department.) Senior (majors) questionnaires; Senior
thesis papers.
•

Has your department or program done an assessment audit of your courses to
determine how course goals match overall student learning goals? (This has not
been required of departments, but it is a recommended exercise that was explained at
the most recent chairs’ assessment workshop. If you have done this, please report
the results.) Yes, in the summer of 2007 and the spring of 2008; to better evaluate
the degree to which senior thesis meet our stated learning goals, we have created an
evaluation rubric, ranking the paper on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (one of the best ever)
in several areas.

•

Are department or program student learning goals available to students? Are student
learning goals included in course syllabi in your department or program? Yes,
through the link to our Assessment Document on the Hendrix web page.

Student Assessments
Describe which direct assessments in your assessment plan have been collected for the
year and which have not. [“Direct” refers to evaluated student work.] Senior thesis
papers; Placement in graduate philosophy programs; Student participation in
undergraduate conferences.
•

Describe which indirect assessments in your assessment plan have been collected for
the year and which have not. [“Indirect” refers to student surveys or opinions.]
Evaluations from individual classes which include questions concerning students’
assessment of learning goals met or not met; Senior surveys.

Assessment Planning
•

How is information about student learning shared and used for department or
program decision making? (Each department and program is expected to have
discussions of at least two hours each academic year to discuss assessment. If you
have met, briefly summarize the meeting. If you have not met, when do you plan to
meet?) We meet each year, in late spring.

•

Describe any curricular or other programmatic changes that have been made that
were based (at least in part) on the availability of your assessment data. None.

•

Describe any changes in the Assessment Plan that have been made during this
academic year. (If changes have been made, please submit an electronic copy of the
revised plan to Amanda Hurd.) The format of the senior colloquium, in which the
senior thesis is worked on, has been substantially changed to focus on writing (as
opposed to additional work in the history of philosophy).

•

What are the department or program’s plans for improving student learning in the
major? See above.

